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(54) DATA ROUTING METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) The present invention discloses a data routing
method and apparatus, to resolve a problem that data
packet forwarding efficiency is greatly reduced because
a service function instance sequence needs to be re-
trieved for each data packet according to a 5-tuple of a
data flow to which the data packet belongs. The data
routing method includes: receiving, by a traffic classifier,
a data packet, where the data packet belongs to a first
data flow; allocating, by the traffic classifier, a first data
route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data
route identifier is used to identify a service function chain
of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data
flow; adding, by the traffic classifier, the first data route
identifier to the data packet; and sending, by the traffic
classifier, the data packet to a service function forwarding
device.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a data routing
method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a fixed or mobile broadband access field and data center application, there are many value-added service
devices based on a transport layer to an application layer, for example, a device with a service function (Service Function,
SF) such as antivirus, a firewall, application caching and acceleration, web (web) optimization, network address translation
(Network Address Translation, NAT), or home control. FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of devices with service functions
that are connected in series. A user access device may be a gateway GPRS support node (Gateway GPRS Support
Node, GGSN; GPRS, General Packet Radio System, general packet radio system) or a packet data network gateway
(Packet Data Network Gateway, PGW) of mobile broadband, or a broadband network gateway (Broadband Network
Gateway, BNG) of fixed broadband. As shown in FIG. 1, the user access device is connected to a Gi-LAN (Local Area
Network, local area network) by using a Gi interface. In actual application, a user only needs to use some of the service
functions, for example, some users subscribe to a service function of antivirus, and some users need to use a service
function of NAT. In a serial networking manner, all data flows need to pass through devices with service functions that
are connected in series, and consequently, a requirement for a processing capacity of the device with the service function
is increased, and unnecessary network device investments are increased. In addition, in the serial networking manner,
a fault of one of the devices with the service functions causes interruption and faults of an entire data flow.
[0003] To resolve a problem that exists when the devices with the service functions are connected in series, a concept
of a service function chain (which is also referred to as a service chain) is proposed. The service function chain is service
functions through which a data flow needs to pass and an order of passing through the service functions. For example,
antivirus, a firewall, and NAT may be a service function chain, or application caching and acceleration, a firewall, and
NAT may be a service function chain, or a firewall and NAT may be a service function chain. Data flows corresponding
to different service function chains need to pass through only corresponding service functions.
[0004] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a network architecture based on a service function chain. As shown in FIG.
2, the network architecture includes a control plane device, a traffic classifier (Traffic Classifier, TC), a service function
forwarding (Service Function Forward, SFF) device, and service functions such as an SF 1, an SF 2, an SF 3, and an
SF 4. A data flow may need to pass through only some service functions, for example, pass through only an SF 1, an
SF 3, and an SF 4. The traffic classifier may also be referred to as a classifier. In consideration of load balance and
security, multiple devices are usually deployed for a same service function. For example, three devices are deployed
for each service function, and a device deployed for each service function is referred to as a service function instance,
for example, an SF 1.1.
[0005] In the network architecture shown in FIG. 2, the control plane device allocates a service function chain identifier
to a data flow, and informs the traffic classifier of the service function chain identifier. The service function chain identifier
is used to identify a service function chain corresponding to the data flow. After adding the service function chain identifier
to the data flow, the traffic classifier sends the data flow to the service function forwarding device in a Gi-LAN. The
service function forwarding device routes the data flow according to the service function chain identifier in the data flow.
In a process of routing the data flow, the service function forwarding device needs to select a service function instance
from multiple service function instances corresponding to service functions that form a service function chain. Service
function instances selected from the service functions form a service function instance sequence of the data flow.
According to a data flow processing requirement, all data packets of a same data flow need to pass through a same
service function instance sequence. In addition, when a service function chain of an uplink data flow and a service
function chain of a corresponding downlink data flow include a same service function, a same service function instance
needs to be selected when the uplink data flow and the downlink data flow pass through the same service function.
[0006] In the prior art, each time the service function forwarding device receives a data packet, the service function
forwarding device needs to retrieve a service function instance sequence of the data packet according to a 5-tuple of
the data packet. Consequently, data packet forwarding efficiency is greatly reduced.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide a data routing method and apparatus, to resolve a problem that
data packet forwarding efficiency is greatly reduced because a service function instance sequence needs to be retrieved
for each data packet according to a 5-tuple of a data flow to which the data packet belongs.
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[0008] Specific technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present invention are as follows:
[0009] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing method, including:

receiving, by a traffic classifier, a data packet, where the data packet belongs to a first data flow;
allocating, by the traffic classifier, a first data route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
adding, by the traffic classifier, the first data route identifier to the data packet; and
sending, by the traffic classifier, the data packet to a service function forwarding device.

[0010] According to a second aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing method, including:

receiving, by a service function forwarding device, a data packet, where the data packet includes a first data route
identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a
service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
determining, by the service function forwarding device, the service function chain of the first data flow according to
the first data route identifier, and determining a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according
to the service function chain; and
forwarding, by the service function forwarding device, the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.

[0011] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing method, including:

determining, by a control plane device, a first data route identifier of a first data flow, where the first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; and
sending, by the control plane device, a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier
to a traffic classifier.

[0012] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus,
including a processor and a network interface, where the network interface is configured to receive a data packet, and
the data packet belongs to a first data flow; the processor is configured to: allocate a first data route identifier to the first
data flow, where the first data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used
to identify the first data flow; and add the first data route identifier to the data packet; and the network interface is further
configured to send the data packet to a service function forwarding device.
[0013] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus, including
a processor and a network interface, where the network interface is configured to receive a data packet, the data packet
includes a first data route identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; the processor
is configured to: determine the service function chain of the first data flow according to the first data route identifier, and
determine a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according to the service function chain; and the
network interface is further configured to forward the data packet according to the service function instance sequence.
[0014] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus, including
a processor and a network interface, where the processor is configured to determine a first data route identifier of a first
data flow, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used
to identify the first data flow; and the network interface is configured to send a correspondence between the first data
flow and the first data route identifier to a traffic classifier.
[0015] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus,
including: a receiving unit, configured to receive a data packet, where the data packet belongs to a first data flow; a
processing unit, configured to: allocate a first data route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; and add the first
data route identifier to the data packet; and a sending unit, configured to send the data packet to a service function
forwarding device.
[0016] According to an eighth aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus,
including a receiving unit, configured to receive a data packet, where the data packet includes a first data route identifier
of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a service function
chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; a processing unit, configured to: determine the service
function chain of the first data flow according to the first data route identifier, and determine a service function instance
sequence of the first data flow according to the service function chain; and a sending unit, configured to forward the data
packet according to the service function instance sequence.
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[0017] According to a ninth aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a data routing apparatus, including
a processing unit, configured to determine a first data route identifier of a first data flow, where the first data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; and a sending
unit, configured to send a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier to a traffic classifier.
[0018] Based on the foregoing technical solutions, in the embodiments of the present invention, the traffic classifier
adds, to a data packet, a data route identifier of a data flow to which the data packet belongs, the data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the data flow and is used to identify the data flow, and after receiving the
data packet, the service function forwarding device can determine a service function instance sequence according to
the data route identifier in the data packet. Therefore, matching is not performed by using a 5-tuple, and data packet
forwarding efficiency is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0019] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
the following briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show merely some embodiments of the present
invention, and persons of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings
without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of devices with service functions that are connected in series;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a network architecture based on a service function chain;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a data routing method according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a data routing method according to a second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5a is a schematic diagram of a data routing system according to a third embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5b is a schematic diagram of a data routing system according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a fifth embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a sixth embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a seventh embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to an eighth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a ninth embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a tenth embodiment of the present
invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0020] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the present invention clearer, the following
further describes the present invention in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. Apparently, the described
embodiments are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts
shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0021] An application scenario of the embodiments of the present invention may be a network including a control plane
device, one or more traffic classifiers, a service function forwarding device, and service function instances corresponding
to service functions, but is not limited thereto.
[0022] In the embodiments of the present invention, the traffic classifier may be an independent device, or may be
integrated into a network device such as a PGW, a policy and charging rules function (Policy Control and Charging
Rules Function, PCRF) entity, or a traffic detection function (Traffic Detection Function, TDF) entity.
[0023] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a data routing method according to a first embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 3, the method in this embodiment includes the following steps.
[0024] 301. A traffic classifier receives a data packet, where the data packet belongs to a first data flow.
[0025] 302. The traffic classifier allocates a first data route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0026] Optionally, manners in which the traffic classifier allocates the first data route identifier to the first data flow
include but are not limited to the following several implementations.
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[0027] Manner 1: The data packet received by the traffic classifier includes the first service function chain identifier of
the first data flow, and the first service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first
data flow. Optionally, the first service function chain identifier may include identifiers of service functions in the service
function chain of the first data flow, or may include character string information of service functions in the service function
chain of the first data flow. An implementation form of the first service function chain is not limited provided that a service
function chain can be uniquely determined. The traffic classifier obtains a correspondence between the first service
function chain identifier and multiple data route identifiers. For example, the traffic classifier receives a policy and charging
control (Policy and Charging Control, PCC) rule or an application detection and control (Application Detection Control,
ADC) rule delivered by a control plane device, and the delivered rule includes the correspondence between the first
service function chain identifier and the multiple data route identifiers. The traffic classifier allocates the first data route
identifier to the first data flow from the multiple data route identifiers according to the correspondence between the first
service function chain identifier and the multiple data route identifiers, and the allocated first data route identifier is a
data route identifier in the multiple data route identifiers that is not allocated to another data flow.
[0028] Manner 2: The traffic classifier allocates the first data route identifier to the first data flow according to a corre-
spondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier, and the correspondence between the first data
flow and the first data route identifier is sent by a control plane device to the traffic classifier.
[0029] Manner 3: The traffic classifier randomly allocates the first data route identifier to the first data flow.
[0030] Optionally, in Manner 1 and Manner 3, after allocating the first data route identifier to the first data flow, the
traffic classifier establishes the correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier, so as to
directly query the correspondence after subsequently receiving the data packet that belongs to the first data flow. For
example, the traffic classifier establishes a correspondence between a 5-tuple of the first data flow and the first data
route identifier.
[0031] 303. The traffic classifier adds the first data route identifier to the data packet.
[0032] 304. The traffic classifier sends the data packet to a service function forwarding device.
[0033] Optionally, before sending the data packet to the service function forwarding device, the traffic classifier further
determines a second data route identifier of a second data flow. The second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite
to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the second data
flow and is used to identify the second data flow. The traffic classifier not only adds the first data route identifier to the
data packet, but also adds indication information to the data packet, and the indication information is used to indicate
the second data route identifier.
[0034] Optionally, manners in which the traffic classifier determines the second data route identifier of the second data
flow include but are not limited to the following two implementations.
[0035] Manner 1: The traffic classifier determines a second service function chain identifier of the second data flow,
and allocates the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second service function chain
identifier. The second service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the second data flow.
[0036] Manner 2: The traffic classifier determines the second data route identifier according to a correspondence
between the second data flow and the second data route identifier. The second data route identifier is allocated to the
second data flow when the traffic classifier receives the second data flow.
[0037] Optionally, the traffic classifier searches a stored correspondence between a data flow and a data route identifier.
If there is the second data route identifier of the second data flow in the correspondence, the traffic classifier directly
obtains the second data route identifier of the second data flow from the correspondence. If there is no second data
route identifier of the second data flow in the correspondence, the traffic classifier allocates the second data route
identifier to the second data flow according to the second service function chain identifier of the second data flow, and
saves the correspondence between the second data flow and the second data route identifier. A process in which the
traffic classifier allocates the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second service function
chain identifier of the second data flow is similar to a process in which the traffic classifier allocates the first data route
identifier to the first data flow according to the first service function chain identifier of the first data flow. For details, refer
to detailed descriptions in step 302. The details are not described herein again.
[0038] 305. The service function forwarding device receives the data packet, where the data packet includes the first
data route identifier of the first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to
identify the service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0039] 306. The service function forwarding device determines the service function chain of the first data flow according
to the first data route identifier, and determines a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according to
the service function chain.
[0040] Optionally, the service function forwarding device locally stores a correspondence among the first service
function chain identifier, the first data route identifier, and the service function chain. The correspondence may be
configured by the control plane device for the service function forwarding device, or may be forwarded by another function
device to the service function forwarding device.
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[0041] Optionally, the service function forwarding device determines a service function chain identified by the first data
route identifier, and sequentially selects corresponding service function instances for service functions in the service
function chain according to a function of identifying the first data flow by the first data route identifier and according to
order of the service functions in the service function chain. The selected service function instances form the service
function instance sequence of the first data flow.
[0042] Optionally, the service function forwarding device further stores a correspondence between the first data route
identifier and the service function instance sequence of the first data flow, to directly search, after subsequently receiving
the data packet that belongs to the first data flow, the correspondence according to the first data route identifier carried
in the data packet, and obtains a service function instance sequence corresponding to the first data route identifier. In
this way, a corresponding service function instance sequence is not retrieved according to a 5-tuple in the data packet
each time, and data forwarding efficiency is improved.
[0043] Optionally, the data packet further includes indication information, the indication information is used to indicate
the second data route identifier of the second data flow, the second data flow is the data flow in the direction opposite
to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the second data
flow and is used to identify the second data flow.
[0044] Optionally, the service function forwarding device further determines the second data route identifier according
to the indication information included in the data packet, and determines the service function chain of the second data
flow according to the second data route identifier. The service function forwarding device further determines a service
function instance sequence of the second data flow according to the service function chain of the second data flow, and
when the service function chain of the second data flow and the service function chain of the first data flow include a
same service function, the service function forwarding device selects a same service function instance for the same
service function. That is, in a process of selecting service function instances for service functions in the service function
chain of the first data flow, for a service function included in both the service function chain of the first data flow and the
service function chain of the second data flow, the service function forwarding device selects a same service function
instance as a service function instance of a same service function of the second data flow, to avoid routing interruption
of the data flow.
[0045] 307. The service function forwarding device forwards the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.
[0046] In this embodiment, the traffic classifier allocates the first data route identifier to the first data flow, and adds
the first data route identifier to the data packet, and the first data route identifier is used to identify the service function
chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow. The service function forwarding device receives the
data packet forwarded by the traffic classifier, and determines the service function instance sequence of the first data
flow according to the first data route identifier carried in the data packet. Therefore, a service function instance sequence
does not need to be retrieved by using a 5-tuple each time a data packet is received, so that data packet forwarding
efficiency is improved.
[0047] Further, in this embodiment, the traffic classifier adds the indication information of the second data route identifier
of the second data flow to the data packet, and the second data flow is the data flow in the direction opposite to the first
data flow to which the data packet belongs. The service function forwarding device determines the service function
instance sequence of the second data flow according to the data route identifier that is of the second data flow and that
is carried in the data packet. Therefore, when determining the service function instance sequence of the first data flow,
the service function forwarding device may directly refer to the service function instance sequence of the second data
flow, so that a process of determining a 5-tuple of the second data flow according to a 5-tuple of the first data flow and
then matching the service function instance sequence of the second data flow by using the 5-tuple of the second data
flow is avoided, and the data forwarding efficiency is further improved.
[0048] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a data routing method according to a second embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 4, the method in this embodiment includes the following steps.
[0049] 401. A control plane device determines a first data route identifier of a first data flow, where the first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0050] Optionally, the first data flow is corresponding to a service function chain identifier, the service function chain
identifier is corresponding to multiple data route identifiers, and the service function chain identifier is used to identify
the service function chain of the first data flow. The control plane device determines, according to a correspondence
between the first data flow and the service function chain identifier and a correspondence between the service function
chain identifier and the multiple data route identifiers, the multiple data route identifiers corresponding to the first data
flow. The control plane device determines the first data route identifier from the multiple data route identifiers, and the
first data route identifier is a data route identifier in the multiple data route identifiers that is not allocated to another data
flow.
[0051] 402. The control plane device sends a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route
identifier to a traffic classifier.
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[0052] Optionally, the control plane device further determines a second data route identifier of a second data flow, the
second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used
to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow. The control plane
device further sends a correspondence among the first data flow, the first data route identifier, and the second data route
identifier to the traffic classifier.
[0053] A process of determining the second data route identifier of the second data flow is similar to a process of
determining the first data route identifier of the first data flow. For details, refer to detailed descriptions in step 401. The
details are not described herein again.
[0054] The methods in the first embodiment and the second embodiment are described below by using examples and
by using a specific application scenario.
[0055] FIG. 5a is a schematic diagram of a data routing system according to a third embodiment. As shown in FIG.
5a, the system provided in this embodiment includes a control plane device, a traffic classifier, a service function forwarding
device, and service function instances. An SF 1 to an SF n are corresponding to multiple service functions, and n is an
integer greater than 2. In another embodiment, a quantity of service functions is not limited. A service function SF 2 is
used as an example, and an SF 2.1 to an SF 2.y represent y service function instances of the service function SF 2. In
FIG. 5a, x, y, and z are all integers greater than 1.
[0056] In actual application, the control plane device may configure a same service function chain for multiple types
of data flows. For example, a same service function chain is used for data flows whose destination ports are 80. There
are multiple types of data flows whose destination ports are 80, and each type of data flow has a different 5-tuple. That
is, as shown in Table 1, multiple types of data flows may be corresponding to a same service function chain identifier.

[0057] In this embodiment, the control plane device configures a correspondence between a service function chain
identifier and a data route identifier according to a correspondence shown in Table 2, so that the service function
forwarding device can perform load balancing when forwarding different data flows, to avoid a problem of low forwarding
efficiency caused when a data flow is matched by using a 5-tuple and a service function instance sequence is determined.

[0058] Optionally, the control plane device configures different data route identifiers for different data flows according
to correspondences shown in Table 1 and Table 2. For example, a data flow with a service function chain identifier a is
used as an example. A correspondence that is between a data flow and a data route identifier and that is obtained after
the control plane device configures a data route identifier for the data flow is shown in Table 3. Certainly, the control
plane device may configure different data route identifiers for different data flows according to another correspondence.
This is not limited in this embodiment.

Table 1

Data flow Service function chain identifier

5-tuple 1 to 5-tuple N a

5-tuple N+1 to 5-tuple M b

5-tuple M+1 to 5-tuple L c

... ...

Table 2

Service function chain identifier Data route identifier

a 1 to N

b N+1 to M

c M+1 to L

... ...

Table 3

Data flow Data route identifier

5-tuple 1 1

5-tuple 2 2
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[0059] Optionally, the control plane device further determines a data route identifier of a data flow in a direction opposite
to the foregoing data flow, and performs configuration according to the correspondence shown in Table 3. A specific
implementation is similar to a process of determining the data route identifier for the foregoing data flow, and details are
not described herein again. For ease of description, the data flow in the direction opposite to the foregoing data flow
may also be referred to as a reverse data flow.
[0060] Optionally, the control plane device further configures a correspondence among a data flow, a data route
identifier of the data flow, and a data route identifier of a reverse data flow. In an example for description, any one of
data flows with 5-tuples "a 5-tuple 1 to a 5-tuple N" is a first data flow. A data route identifier of the first data flow is
referred to as a first data route identifier, the reverse data flow is referred to as a second data flow, and a data route
identifier of the second data flow is referred to as a second data route identifier. A relationship among the first data flow,
the first data route identifier, and the second data route identifier is shown in Table 4.

[0061] The control plane device delivers a rule to the traffic classifier. The rule is a PCC rule or an ADC rule, and the
rule includes the correspondence shown in Table 2 or Table 3. Optionally, the rule further includes the correspondence
shown in Table 4.
[0062] After the traffic classifier receives the rule delivered by the control plane device, if the rule includes the corre-
spondence shown in Table 2, the traffic classifier configures a correspondence shown in Table 5 according to the
correspondence that is shown in Table 2 and that is between a service function chain identifier and multiple data route
identifiers. After receiving a data flow, the traffic classifier searches Table 5 according to a service function chain identifier
carried in the data flow, to determine a data route identifier of the data flow from multiple data route identifiers corre-
sponding to the service function chain identifier. The data route identifier of the data flow is a data route identifier that
is not allocated to another data flow. Then, the traffic classifier saves a correspondence between the data flow and the
data route identifier, to obtain a correspondence that is shown in Table 6 and that is between a data flow and a data
route identifier. For ease of description, the correspondence shown in Table 6 is consistent with the correspondence
shown in Table 3.

(continued)

Data flow Data route identifier

5-tuple 3 3

... ...

Table 4

First data flow First data route identifier Second data route identifier

5-tuple 1 1 X

5-tuple 2 2 Y

5-tuple 3 3 Z

... ... ...

Table 5

Service function chain identifier Data route identifier Service function chain

a 1 to N SF 1->SF 2->SF 3

b N+1 to M SF 4->SF 6->SF 8

c M+1 to L SF 3->SF 5->SF 7

... ... ...

Table 6

Data flow Data route identifier

5-tuple 1 1
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[0063] It should be noted that, the traffic classifier may specifically allocate the data route identifier to the data flow in
another manner (not by using Table 5). That is, after receiving the data flow, the traffic classifier allocates the data route
identifier to the data flow, then establishes a correspondence between a service function chain identifier and a data route
identifier, and establishes a correspondence between a data flow and a data route identifier, that is, creates Table 5 and
Table 6.
[0064] If the rule delivered by the control plane device includes the correspondence shown in Table 3, the traffic
classifier may configure the correspondence that is shown in Table 3 and that is between a data flow and a data route
identifier. After receiving a data flow, the traffic classifier may directly determine, according to the correspondence shown
in Table 3, a data route identifier corresponding to the data flow, and does not need to create Table 6.
[0065] Optionally, the traffic classifier further determines a data route identifier of a reverse data flow. A specific
implementation is similar to a process in which the traffic classifier determines the data route identifier corresponding to
the foregoing data flow. For example, if the rule delivered by the control plane device includes the correspondence
shown in Table 2, the traffic classifier may allocate a data route identifier from data route identifiers corresponding to a
service function chain identifier of a reverse data flow, to obtain the correspondence shown in Table 3. If the rule delivered
by the control plane device includes the correspondence shown in Table 3, the traffic classifier may directly determine,
according to the correspondence shown in Table 3, a data route identifier corresponding to a reverse data flow.
[0066] Optionally, if the rule delivered by the control plane device includes the correspondence shown in Table 4, after
receiving a data flow, the traffic classifier may directly determine, according to the correspondence shown in Table 4, a
data route identifier of a reverse data flow, that is, the second data route identifier shown in Table 4.
[0067] When receiving a data packet, the traffic classifier adds, to the data packet, a data route identifier corresponding
to a data flow to which the data packet belongs. Optionally, the traffic classifier may further add, to the data packet, a
data route identifier of a reverse data flow of a data flow to which the data packet belongs or indication information used
for indicating a data route identifier of a reverse data flow.
[0068] A correspondence that is shown in Table 7 and that is between a data route identifier and a service function
chain is configured in the service function forwarding device. When a data flow reaches the service function forwarding
device, the service function forwarding device determines a corresponding service function chain according to a data
route identifier of the data flow, performs load balancing according to a current network status, and selects service
function instances for service functions in the service function chain, to determine and save a service function instance
sequence corresponding to the data route identifier, so as to obtain a correspondence that is shown in Table 8 and that
is between a data route identifier and a service function instance sequence.

[0069] Optionally, the service function forwarding device further queries Table 7 according to a data route identifier of

(continued)

Data flow Data route identifier

5-tuple 2 2

5-tuple 3 3

... ...

Table 7

Data route identifier Service function chain

1 to N SF 1->SF 2->SF 3

N+1 to M SF 4->SF 6->SF 8

M+1 to L SF 3->SF 5->SF 7

Table 8

Data route identifier Service function instance sequence

1 SF 1.1->SF 2.1->SF 3.1

2 SF 1.1->SF 2.2->SF 3.2

... ...
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a reverse data flow, to obtain a service function chain corresponding to the reverse data flow, performs load balancing
according to a current network status, and selects service function instances for service functions in the service function
chain. Alternatively, the service function forwarding device further determines a service function instance sequence of
a reverse data flow according to Table 8. For a service function included in both a service function chain of a data flow
and a service function chain of a reverse data flow, the service function forwarding device selects a same service function
instance.
[0070] When receiving a data packet, the service function forwarding device forwards the data packet according to a
service function instance sequence corresponding to a data flow to which the data packet belongs.
[0071] Operations performed after the traffic classifier receives a data packet that belongs to a first data flow are used
as an example below for description.

(1) The traffic classifier searches Table 6 according to a 5-tuple of the first data flow to which the data packet belongs,
and determines whether there is a first data route identifier corresponding to the 5-tuple in Table 6.
(2) If there is the first data route identifier corresponding to the 5-tuple of the first data flow to which the data packet
belongs in Table 6, the traffic classifier adds the first data route identifier to the data packet. Otherwise, the traffic
classifier allocates the corresponding first data route identifier according to the 5-tuple, such as allocates the first
data route identifier by using Table 5 or at random; then adds the allocated first data route identifier to the data
packet, and saves a correspondence between the 5-tuple and the allocated first data route identifier in Table 6.
(3) The traffic classifier determines a 5-tuple of a second data flow, and the second data flow is a data flow in a
direction opposite to the first data flow. The traffic classifier determines whether there is a second data route identifier
corresponding to the 5-tuple of the second data flow in Table 6. If there is the second data route identifier corre-
sponding to the 5-tuple of the second data flow in Table 6, the traffic classifier adds the second data route identifier
or indication information to the data packet, and the indication information is used to indicate the second data route
identifier. For example, an indication value of the second data route identifier may be carried in a most significant
bit or a least significant bit of the data packet, or it is stipulated that indication may be performed in a manner in
which the first data route identifier, the second data route identifier, and the indication information of the second
data route identifier meet a mathematical relationship.
(4) The traffic classifier sends the data packet to the service function forwarding device.
(5) After receiving the data packet, the service function forwarding device may search Table 7 according to the first
data route identifier, determine a service function chain corresponding to the first data route identifier, and determine
a corresponding service function instance sequence according to the service function chain; or the service function
forwarding device may search Table 8 according to the first data route identifier, and directly determine a corre-
sponding service function instance sequence.
(6) The service function forwarding device searches Table 7 according to the second data route identifier, determines
a service function instance sequence corresponding to the second data route identifier, and when a service function
chain corresponding to the second data route identifier and the service function chain corresponding to the first data
route identifier include a same service function, selects a same service function instance for the same service function.
(7) The service function forwarding device forwards the data packet according to the determined service function
instance sequence.

[0072] It should be noted that the implementation in the third embodiment is also applicable to a system shown in FIG.
5b. FIG. 5b is a schematic diagram of a data routing system according to a fourth embodiment. As shown in FIG. 5b,
the system in this embodiment includes a control plane device, two traffic classifiers, a service function forwarding device,
and a service function instance. In the two traffic classifiers, one traffic classifier processes only an uplink data flow that
is from a base station to the Internet, and the other traffic classifier processes only a downlink data flow that is from the
Internet to the base station. A difference between this embodiment and the third embodiment is that after determining
the correspondence shown in Table 3, the control plane device configures the correspondence for each traffic classifier,
or after determining the correspondence shown in Table 4, the control plane device configures the correspondence for
each traffic classifier. For other content, refer to detailed descriptions in the third embodiment. Details are not described
herein again.
[0073] FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a fifth embodiment of the
present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the first embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the first embodiment. Details are not described herein again. The apparatus provided in this embodiment may be a
traffic classifier. The traffic classifier may be an independent device, or may be integrated into a network device such
as a PGW, a PCRF entity, or a TDF entity. As shown in FIG. 6, an apparatus 600 in this embodiment includes a processor
601 and a network interface 602.
[0074] The network interface 602 is configured to receive a data packet, and the data packet belongs to a first data flow.
[0075] The processor 601 is configured to: allocate a first data route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data
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route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
and add the first data route identifier to the data packet.
[0076] The network interface 602 is further configured to send the data packet to a service function forwarding device.
[0077] Optionally, the processor 601 is specifically configured to allocate the first data route identifier to the first data
flow in one of the several manners in step 302 of the first embodiment.
[0078] Manner 1: After the network interface 602 receives the data packet that includes a first service function chain
identifier of the first data flow, the processor 601 is configured to: obtain a correspondence between the first service
function chain identifier and multiple data route identifiers, and allocate the first data route identifier to the first data flow
from the multiple data route identifiers according to the correspondence between the first service function chain identifier
and the multiple data route identifiers. The allocated first data route identifier is a data route identifier in the multiple data
route identifiers that is not allocated to another data flow.
[0079] Manner 2: The processor 601 is configured to allocate the first data route identifier to the first data flow according
to a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier. The correspondence between the first
data flow and the first data route identifier is sent by a control plane device to the traffic classifier.
[0080] Manner 3: The processor 601 is configured to randomly allocate the first data route identifier to the first data flow.
[0081] Optionally, in Manner 1 and Manner 3, after allocating the first data route identifier to the first data flow, the
processor 601 is further configured to establish the correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route
identifier, so that the processor 601 directly queries the correspondence after the network interface 602 subsequently
receives the data packet that belongs to the first data flow. For example, the processor 601 is specifically configured to
establish a correspondence between a 5-tuple of the first data flow and the first data route identifier.
[0082] Optionally, before the network interface 602 sends the data packet to the service function forwarding device,
the processor 601 is further configured to: determine a second data route identifier of a second data flow, where the
second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used
to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and add indication
information to the data packet, where the indication information is used to indicate the second data route identifier.
[0083] Optionally, the processor 601 is specifically configured to determine the second data route identifier of the
second data flow in one of the two manners in step 304 of the first embodiment.
[0084] Manner 1: The processor 601 is specifically configured to: determine a second service function chain identifier
of the second data flow, and allocate the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second
service function chain identifier. The second service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain
of the second data flow.
[0085] Manner 2: The processor 601 is specifically configured to determine the second data route identifier according
to a correspondence between the second data flow and the second data route identifier. The second data route identifier
is allocated to the second data flow when the apparatus 600 receives the second data flow. Optionally, the processor
601 is further configured to: search a stored correspondence between a data flow and a data route identifier; and if there
is the second data route identifier of the second data flow in the correspondence, directly obtain the second data route
identifier of the second data flow from the correspondence; or if there is no second data route identifier of the second
data flow in the correspondence, allocate the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second
service function chain identifier of the second data flow, and save the correspondence between the second data flow
and the second data route identifier. A process in which the processor 601 allocates the second data route identifier to
the second data flow according to the second service function chain identifier of the second data flow is similar to a
process in which the processor 601 allocates the first data route identifier to the first data flow according to the first
service function chain identifier of the first data flow. Details are not described herein again.
[0086] Optionally, the network interface 602 is configured to perform a signal receiving process and a signal sending
process of the traffic classifier in the method shown in FIG. 3. The processor 601 is configured to perform a signal
processing process of the traffic classifier in the method shown in FIG. 3. Further, the apparatus 600 may further include
a memory 603. The memory 603 is configured to store a processor-executable instruction. By using the instruction stored
in the memory 603, the processor 601 may perform the signal processing process of the traffic classifier in the method
shown in FIG. 3. For example:
[0087] By using the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 603, the processor 601 may perform the
following operations: receiving a data packet, where the data packet belongs to a first data flow; allocating a first data
route identifier to the first data flow, where the first data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the
first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; adding, by the traffic classifier, the first data route identifier to the
data packet; and sending, by the traffic classifier, the data packet to a service function forwarding device.
[0088] Optionally, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer storage medium or a computer
program product, configured to store the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 603.
[0089] Optionally, the memory 603 may be a storage unit, and the processor 601 may be a processing unit.
[0090] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a sixth embodiment of the
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present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the first embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the first embodiment. Details are not described herein again. The apparatus provided in this embodiment may be a
service function forwarding device. As shown in FIG. 7, an apparatus 700 in this embodiment includes a processor 701
and a network interface 702.
[0091] The network interface 702 is configured to receive a data packet. The data packet includes a first data route
identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a service
function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0092] The processor 701 is configured to: determine the service function chain of the first data flow according to the
first data route identifier, and determine a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according to the
service function chain.
[0093] The network interface 702 is further configured to forward the data packet according to the service function
instance sequence.
[0094] Optionally, the apparatus 700 in this embodiment locally stores a correspondence among the first service
function chain identifier, the first data route identifier, and the service function chain. The correspondence may be
configured by a control plane device for the apparatus 700, or may be forwarded by another function device to the
apparatus 700.
[0095] Optionally, the processor 701 is configured to: determine a service function chain identified by the first data
route identifier, and sequentially select corresponding service function instances for service functions in the service
function chain according to a function of identifying the first data flow by the first data route identifier and according to
order of the service functions in the service function chain. The selected service function instances form the service
function instance sequence of the first data flow.
[0096] Optionally, the processor 701 is further configured to: store a correspondence between the first data route
identifier and the service function instance sequence of the first data flow, so that the processor 701 directly searches,
after the network interface 702 subsequently receives the data packet that belongs the first data flow, the correspondence
according to the first data route identifier carried in the data packet; and obtain a service function instance sequence
corresponding to the first data route identifier. In this way, a corresponding service function instance sequence is not
retrieved according to a 5-tuple in the data packet each time, and data forwarding efficiency is improved.
[0097] Optionally, the processor 701 is further configured to: determine a second data route identifier according to
indication information included in the data packet, determine a service function chain of a second data flow according
to the second data route identifier, and determine a service function instance sequence of the second data flow according
to the service function chain of the second data flow. The processor 701 is specifically configured to: when the service
function chain of the second data flow and the service function chain of the first data flow include a same service function,
select a same service function instance for the same service function. That is, in a process of selecting service function
instances for service functions in the service function chain of the first data flow, for a service function included in both
the service function chain of the first data flow and the service function chain of the second data flow, the processor 701
selects a same service function instance as a service function instance of a same service function of the second data
flow, to avoid routing interruption of the data flow.
[0098] Optionally, the network interface 702 is configured to perform a signal receiving process and a signal sending
process of the service function forwarding device in the method shown in FIG. 3. The processor 701 is configured to
perform a signal processing process of the service function forwarding device in the method shown in FIG. 3.
[0099] Further, the apparatus 700 may further include a memory 703. The memory 703 is configured to store a
processor-executable instruction. By using the instruction stored in the memory 703, the processor 701 may perform
the signal processing process of the service function forwarding device in the method shown in FIG. 3. For example:
[0100] By using the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 703, the processor 701 may perform the
following operations: receiving a data packet, where the data packet includes a first data route identifier of a first data
flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the
first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; determining the service function chain of the first data flow
according to the first data route identifier, and determining a service function instance sequence of the first data flow
according to the service function chain; and forwarding the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.
[0101] Optionally, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer storage medium or a computer
program product, configured to store the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 703.
[0102] Optionally, the memory 703 may be a storage unit, and the processor 701 may be a processing unit.
[0103] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a seventh embodiment of the
present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the second embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the second embodiment. Details are not described herein again. The apparatus in this embodiment may be a control
plane device. As shown in FIG. 8, an apparatus 800 in this embodiment includes a processor 801 and a network interface
802.
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[0104] The processor 801 is configured to determine a first data route identifier of a first data flow. The first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0105] The network interface 802 is configured to send a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data
route identifier to a traffic classifier.
[0106] Optionally, the first data flow is corresponding to a service function chain identifier, the service function chain
identifier is corresponding to multiple data route identifiers, and the service function chain identifier is used to identify
the service function chain of the first data flow. The processor 801 is specifically configured to: determine the multiple
data route identifiers according to a correspondence between the first data flow and the service function chain identifier
and a correspondence between the service function chain identifier and the multiple data route identifiers; and determine
the first data route identifier from the multiple data route identifiers. The first data route identifier is a data route identifier
that is not allocated to another data flow.
[0107] Optionally, the processor 801 is further configured to determine a second data route identifier of a second data
flow. The second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow. After the
processor 801 determines the second data route identifier of the second data flow, the network interface 801 is further
configured to send a correspondence among the first data flow, the first data route identifier, and the second data route
identifier to the traffic classifier.
[0108] A process in which the processor 801 determines the second data route identifier of the second data flow is
similar to a process in which the processor 801 determines the first data route identifier of the first data flow. Details are
not described herein again.
[0109] Optionally, the network interface 802 is configured to perform a signal receiving process and a signal sending
process in the method shown in FIG. 4. The processor 801 is configured to perform a signal processing process in the
method shown in FIG. 4.
[0110] Further, the apparatus 800 may further include a memory 803. The memory 803 is configured to store a
processor-executable instruction. By using the instruction stored in the memory 803, the processor 801 may perform
the signal processing process in the method shown in FIG. 4. For example:
[0111] By using the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 803, the processor 801 may perform the
following operations: determining a first data route identifier of a first data flow, where the first data route identifier is
used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow; and sending a
correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier to a traffic classifier.
[0112] Optionally, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer storage medium or a computer
program product, configured to store the processor-executable instruction stored in the memory 803.
[0113] Optionally, the memory 803 may be a storage unit, and the processor 801 may be a processing unit.
[0114] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to an eighth embodiment of the
present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the first embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the first embodiment, and for content similar to that in the fifth embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions in the fifth
embodiment. Details are not described herein again. As shown in FIG. 9, an apparatus 900 in this embodiment includes
a receiving unit 901, a processing unit 902, and a sending unit 903.
[0115] The receiving unit 901 is configured to receive a data packet, and the data packet belongs to a first data flow.
[0116] The processing unit 902 is configured to: allocate a first data route identifier to the first data flow, where the
first data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first
data flow; and add the first data route identifier to the data packet.
[0117] The sending 903 is further configured to send the data packet to a service function forwarding device.
[0118] Optionally, the data packet includes a first service function chain identifier of the first data flow, the first service
function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first data flow, and the processing unit 902
is specifically configured to allocate the first data route identifier to the first data flow according to the first service function
chain identifier.
[0119] Optionally, the processing unit 902 is specifically configured to allocate the first data route identifier to the first
data flow according to a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier. The correspondence
between the first data flow and the first data route identifier is sent by a control plane device to the apparatus 900.
[0120] Optionally, before the sending unit 903 sends the data packet to the service function forwarding device, the
processing unit 902 is further configured to: determine a second data route identifier of a second data flow, where the
second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used
to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and add indication
information to the data packet, where the indication information is used to indicate the second data route identifier.
[0121] Optionally, the processing unit 902 is specifically configured to: determine a second service function chain
identifier of the second data flow, and allocate the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the
second service function chain identifier. The second service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function
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chain of the second data flow. Alternatively, the processing unit 902 is specifically configured to determine the second
data route identifier according to a correspondence between the second data flow and the second data route identifier,
and the second data route identifier is allocated when the apparatus 900 receives the second data flow.
[0122] FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a ninth embodiment of the
present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the first embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the first embodiment, and for content similar to that in the sixth embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions in the sixth
embodiment. Details are not described herein again. The apparatus provided in this embodiment may be a service
function forwarding device. As shown in FIG. 10, an apparatus 1000 in this embodiment includes a receiving unit 1001,
a processing unit 1002, and a sending unit 1003.
[0123] The receiving unit 1001 is configured to receive a data packet. The data packet includes a first data route
identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to identify a service
function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0124] The processing unit 1002 is configured to: determine the service function chain of the first data flow according
to the first data route identifier, and determine a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according to
the service function chain.
[0125] The sending unit 1003 is further configured to forward the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.
[0126] Optionally, the data packet further includes indication information, the indication information is used to indicate
a second data route identifier of a second data flow, the second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the
first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow
and is used to identify the second data flow. The processing unit 1002 is further configured to: determine the second
data route identifier according to the indication information, determine the service function chain of the second data flow
according to the second data route identifier, and determine a service function instance sequence of the second data
flow according to the service function chain of the second data flow. The processing unit 1002 is specifically configured
to: when the service function chain of the second data flow and the service function chain of the first data flow include
a same service function, select a same service function instance for the same service function.
[0127] FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a data routing apparatus according to a tenth embodiment of the
present invention. In this embodiment, for content corresponding to the second embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions
in the second embodiment, and for content similar to that in the seventh embodiment, refer to detailed descriptions in
the seventh embodiment. Details are not described herein again. The apparatus provided in this embodiment may be
a control plane device. As shown in FIG. 11, an apparatus 1100 in this embodiment includes a processing unit 1101
and a sending unit 1102.
[0128] The processing unit 1101 is configured to determine a first data route identifier of a first data flow. The first data
route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow.
[0129] The sending unit 1102 is configured to send a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data
route identifier to a traffic classifier.
[0130] Optionally, the first data flow is corresponding to a service function chain identifier, the service function chain
identifier is corresponding to multiple data route identifiers, and the service function chain identifier is used to identify
the service function chain of the first data flow. The processing unit 1101 is specifically configured to: determine, according
to a correspondence between the first data flow and the service function chain identifier and a correspondence between
the service function chain identifier and the multiple data route identifiers, the multiple data route identifiers corresponding
to the first data flow; and determine the first data route identifier from the multiple data route identifiers. The first data
route identifier is a data route identifier that is not allocated to another data flow.
[0131] Optionally, the processing unit 1101 is further configured to determine a second data route identifier of a second
data flow. The second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow.
[0132] Optionally, the sending unit 1102 is further configured to send a correspondence among the first data flow, the
first data route identifier, and the second data route identifier to the traffic classifier.
[0133] Based on the foregoing technical solutions, in the embodiments of the present invention, the traffic classifier
adds, to a data packet, a data route identifier of a data flow to which the data packet belongs, and after receiving the
data packet, the service function forwarding device determines a service function instance sequence according to the
data route identifier in the data packet. Therefore, matching is not performed by using a 5-tuple, and data packet
forwarding efficiency is improved.
[0134] Further, indication information of a data route identifier of a reverse data flow is added to the data packet, and
the service function forwarding device performs matching according to the data route identifier of the reverse data flow
of the data flow to which the data packet belongs, to determine a service function instance sequence of the reverse data
flow. Therefore, when determining the service function instance sequence of the data flow to which the data packet
belongs, the service function forwarding device may directly refer to the service function instance sequence of the reverse
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data flow, so that a process of determining a 5-tuple of the reverse data flow according to a 5-tuple and then matching
the service function instance sequence of the reverse data flow by using the 5-tuple of the reverse data flow is avoided,
and the data forwarding efficiency is further improved.
[0135] Persons skilled in the art should understand that the embodiments of the present invention may be provided
as a method, a system, or a computer program product. Therefore, the present invention may use a form of hardware
only embodiments, software only embodiments, or embodiments with a combination of software and hardware. Moreover,
the present invention may use a form of a computer program product that is implemented on one or more computer-
usable storage media (including but not limited to a magnetic disk storage, an optical storage, and the like) that include
computer-usable program code.
[0136] The present invention is described with reference to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the method, the
device (system), and the computer program product according to the embodiments of the present invention. It should
be understood that computer program instructions may be used to implement each process and/or each block in the
flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and a combination of a process and/or a block in the flowcharts and/or the block
diagrams. These computer program instructions may be provided for a general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer,
an embedded processor, or a processor of another programmable data processing device to generate a machine, so
that an apparatus for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more
blocks in the block diagrams is generated by using the instructions executed by the computer or the processor of the
another programmable data processing device.
[0137] These computer program instructions may be stored in a computer readable memory that can instruct the
computer or the another programmable data processing device to work in a specific manner, so that the instructions
stored in the computer readable memory generate an artifact that includes an instruction apparatus. The instruction
apparatus implements a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the
block diagrams.
[0138] These computer program instructions may be loaded onto a computer or another programmable data processing
device, so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or the another programmable device,
thereby generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the computer or the
another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flow-
charts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0139] Obviously, persons skilled in the art can make various modifications and variations to the present invention
without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. The present invention is intended to cover these
modifications and variations provided that they fall within the scope of protection defined by the following claims and
their equivalent technologies.

Claims

1. A data routing method, comprising:

receiving, by a traffic classifier, a data packet, wherein the data packet belongs to a first data flow;
allocating, by the traffic classifier, a first data route identifier to the first data flow, wherein the first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
adding, by the traffic classifier, the first data route identifier to the data packet; and
sending, by the traffic classifier, the data packet to a service function forwarding device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the data packet comprises a first service function chain identifier of the
first data flow, the first service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first data
flow, and the allocating, by the traffic classifier, a first data route identifier to the first data flow comprises:
allocating, by the traffic classifier, the first data route identifier to the first data flow according to the first service
function chain identifier.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the allocating, by the traffic classifier, a first data route identifier to the
first data flow comprises:
allocating, by the traffic classifier, the first data route identifier to the first data flow according to a correspondence
between the first data flow and the first data route identifier, wherein the correspondence between the first data flow
and the first data route identifier is sent by a control plane device to the traffic classifier.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein before the sending, by the traffic classifier, the data
packet to a service function forwarding device, the method further comprises:
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determining, by the traffic classifier, a second data route identifier of a second data flow, wherein the second
data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used
to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and
adding, by the traffic classifier, indication information to the data packet, wherein the indication information is
used to indicate the second data route identifier.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determining, by the traffic classifier, a second data route identifier of
a second data flow comprises:

determining, by the traffic classifier, a second service function chain identifier of the second data flow, and
allocating the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second service function chain
identifier, wherein the second service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of
the second data flow; or
determining, by the traffic classifier, the second data route identifier according to a correspondence between
the second data flow and the second data route identifier, wherein the second data route identifier is allocated
when the traffic classifier receives the second data flow.

6. A data routing method, comprising:

receiving, by a service function forwarding device, a data packet, wherein the data packet comprises a first data
route identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to
identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
determining, by the service function forwarding device, the service function chain of the first data flow according
to the first data route identifier, and determining a service function instance sequence of the first data flow
according to the service function chain; and
forwarding, by the service function forwarding device, the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the data packet further comprises indication information, the indication
information is used to indicate a second data route identifier of a second data flow, the second data flow is a data
flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify a service
function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and the method further comprises:

determining, by the service function forwarding device, the second data route identifier according to the indication
information, and determining the service function chain of the second data flow according to the second data
route identifier; and
determining, by the service function forwarding device, a service function instance sequence of the second data
flow according to the service function chain of the second data flow, wherein when the service function chain
of the second data flow and the service function chain of the first data flow comprise a same service function,
the service function forwarding device selects a same service function instance for the same service function.

8. A data routing method, comprising:

determining, by a control plane device, a first data route identifier of a first data flow, wherein the first data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data
flow; and
sending, by the control plane device, a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route
identifier to a traffic classifier.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the first data flow is corresponding to a service function chain identifier,
the service function chain identifier is corresponding to multiple data route identifiers, and the service function chain
identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first data flow; and the determining, by a control plane
device, a first data route identifier of a first data flow comprises:

determining, by the control plane device according to a correspondence between the first data flow and the
service function chain identifier and a correspondence between the service function chain identifier and the
multiple data route identifiers, the multiple data route identifiers corresponding to the first data flow; and
determining, by the control plane device, the first data route identifier from the multiple data route identifiers,
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wherein the first data route identifier is a data route identifier that is not allocated to another data flow.

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the method further comprises:

determining, by the control plane device, a second data route identifier of a second data flow, wherein the
second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier
is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and
sending, by the control plane device, a correspondence among the first data flow, the first data route identifier,
and the second data route identifier to the traffic classifier.

11. A data routing apparatus, comprising a processor and a network interface, wherein:

the network interface is configured to receive a data packet, wherein the data packet belongs to a first data flow;
the processor is configured to: allocate a first data route identifier to the first data flow, wherein the first data
route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first
data flow; and add the first data route identifier to the data packet; and
the network interface is further configured to send the data packet to a service function forwarding device.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the data packet comprises a first service function chain identifier of
the first data flow, the first service function chain identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first
data flow, and the processor is specifically configured to allocate the first data route identifier to the first data flow
according to the first service function chain identifier.

13. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the processor is specifically configured to allocate the first data route
identifier to the first data flow according to a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route
identifier, wherein the correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route identifier is sent by a
control plane device to the traffic classifier.

14. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein the processor is further configured to: before the
network interface sends the data packet to the service function forwarding device, determine a second data route
identifier of a second data flow, wherein the second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data
flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is
used to identify the second data flow; and add indication information to the data packet, wherein the indication
information is used to indicate the second data route identifier.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein:

the processor is specifically configured to: determine a second service function chain identifier of the second
data flow, and allocate the second data route identifier to the second data flow according to the second service
function chain identifier, wherein the second service function chain identifier is used to identify the service
function chain of the second data flow; or
the processor is specifically configured to determine the second data route identifier according to a correspond-
ence between the second data flow and the second data route identifier, wherein the second data route identifier
is allocated when the traffic classifier receives the second data flow.

16. A data routing apparatus, comprising a processor and a network interface, wherein:

the network interface is configured to receive a data packet, wherein the data packet comprises a first data
route identifier of a first data flow to which the data packet belongs, and the first data route identifier is used to
identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first data flow;
the processor is configured to: determine the service function chain of the first data flow according to the first
data route identifier, and determine a service function instance sequence of the first data flow according to the
service function chain; and
the network interface is further configured to forward the data packet according to the service function instance
sequence.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the data packet further comprises indication information, the indication
information is used to indicate a second data route identifier of a second data flow, the second data flow is a data
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flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route identifier is used to identify a service
function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second data flow; and
the processor is further configured to: determine the second data route identifier according to the indication infor-
mation, determine the service function chain of the second data flow according to the second data route identifier,
and determine a service function instance sequence of the second data flow according to the service function chain
of the second data flow; and the processor is specifically configured to: when the service function chain of the second
data flow and the service function chain of the first data flow comprise a same service function, select a same service
function instance for the same service function.

18. A data routing apparatus, comprising a processor and a network interface, wherein:

the processor is configured to determine a first data route identifier of a first data flow, wherein the first data
route identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the first data flow and is used to identify the first
data flow; and
the network interface is configured to send a correspondence between the first data flow and the first data route
identifier to a traffic classifier.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the first data flow is corresponding to a service function chain identifier,
the service function chain identifier is corresponding to multiple data route identifiers, and the service function chain
identifier is used to identify the service function chain of the first data flow; and
the processor is specifically configured to: determine, according to a correspondence between the first data flow
and the service function chain identifier and a correspondence between the service function chain identifier and the
multiple data route identifiers, the multiple data route identifiers corresponding to the first data flow; and determine
the first data route identifier from the multiple data route identifiers, wherein the first data route identifier is a data
route identifier that is not allocated to another data flow.

20. The apparatus according to claim 18 or 19, wherein:

the processor is further configured to determine a second data route identifier of a second data flow, wherein
the second data flow is a data flow in a direction opposite to the first data flow, and the second data route
identifier is used to identify a service function chain of the second data flow and is used to identify the second
data flow; and
the network interface is further configured to send a correspondence among the first data flow, the first data
route identifier, and the second data route identifier to the traffic classifier.
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